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ABSTRACT 

 

 This paper seeks to examine how registered, 501(c)3 short-term medical missions 

(STMMs) create and define accountability, responsibility, and success within their organization.  

To explore this question, a survey measuring volunteer motivations was cross-analyzed with 

volunteer-written blogs to identify common themes and motivations among volunteers.  These 

themes were then compared to coded interviews of STMM representatives to see how STMMs 

are holding themselves accountable and responsible, and if their accountability measures were 

consistent throughout their mission and vision statements or through the perception of 

volunteers.  The results of this study found that STMMs seem to be holding themselves mostly 

accountable to their volunteer base and communities they are serving, while also catering much 

of their STMM ‘experience’ to their volunteer base.  A secondary finding of this study was that 

although the COVID-19 pandemic has temporarily changed international volunteering for the 

time being, it likely will have profound effects on the international volunteering community as 

they have rapidly evolved to meet the challenging demands of the pandemic.  Overall, this study 

highlights the need for emphasizing, while simultaneously changing, traditional methods and 

measures of accountability within the international development field.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Next to money and guns, the third largest North American export is the U.S. 

idealist, who turns up in every theater of the world: the teacher, the volunteer, the 

missionary, the community organizer, the economic developer, and the vacationing do-

gooders. Ideally, these people define their role as service. Actually, they frequently wind 

up alleviating the damage done by money and weapons, or "seducing" the 

"underdeveloped" to the benefits of the world of affluence and achievement. . . .  

If you insist on working with the poor, if this is your vocation, then at least work 

among the poor who can tell you to go to hell. It is incredibly unfair for you to impose 

yourselves on a village where you are so linguistically deaf and dumb that you don't even 

understand what you are doing, or what people think of you. And it is profoundly 

damaging to yourselves when you define something that you want to do as "good," a 

"sacrifice" and "help”. 

I am here to suggest that you voluntarily renounce exercising the power which 

being an American gives you. I am here to entreat you to freely, consciously and humbly 

give up the legal right you have to impose your benevolence on Mexico. I am here to 

challenge you to recognize your inability, your powerlessness and your incapacity to do 

the "good" which you intended to do. 

‘To Hell With Good Intentions’, Ivan Illich 

Background 

Ever-widening political differences in the US have contributed to the explosion of the 

‘third sector’ of society which includes civil society, and all of its organizations and niche 

movements.  One such grouping of organizations is non-governmental organizations (NGOs), 

which are arguably synonymous with civil society organizations (CSOs).  Depending on who 

you ask, these terms may either be interchangeable or wildly different.  A commonly agreed 

upon difference between the two is that CSOs are older and exclude for-profit associations.   

On the flip side, NGOs are usually associated with organizations who work outside of the 

U.S, this terminology will be used especially when referring to an even more niche subset— 

short- term medical missions (STMMs).  Generally speaking, STMMs can be thought of as 

short-term or sometimes temporary medical missions where volunteers travel to a foreign 
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country to perform medical clinics.  These medical clinics can be set-up in infrastructure 

originally meant for something else— elementary schools and churches— or they can be set-up 

in a different area of a permanent healthcare clinic.  The infrastructure and location of clinics for 

STMMs will be discussed in-depth later, but generally speaking there are three types models that 

clinic spaces follow.  With this being said, sometimes organizations decide to differentiate 

themselves from similar healthcare-oriented NGOs by creating jargon specific to their 

organization.   

Including or omitting terms such as ‘volunteer/voluntary’, ‘international’, ‘oversees’, 

‘(volun)tourism’, ‘brigade’, ‘exchange’, ‘humanitarian’, and ‘foreign’ could indicate attitudes of 

the organization, religious affiliation, and/or motivations for facilitating these medical trips.  

While several of these terms are inherently ‘charged’, even morally so, none of them explicitly 

or implicitly hint at the duration of such medical trips.  Perhaps this is an intentional choice by 

organizations, since ‘short-term’ mission trips of any kind are often looked down upon because 

of their history of providing quick fixes without addressing root problems.  Although using the 

term ‘short-term missions’ is highly charged, it best encapsulates the types of organizations that 

this study is focusing on.    

   Besides an obvious need for standardizing terms used to talk about STMMs, the choice 

in terms could be used to indicate a political choice, whether intentional or not.  This incredibly 

narrow focus that I am examining includes medical NGOs that work internationally, provide 

short-term medical work, and are registered 501(c)3 non-profit organizations.  For the purpose of 

this study, this subset of NGOs will only be referred to as short-term medical missions 

(STMMs).  Although other similar terms—medical missions, fly-in medical missions, medical 
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service trips—generally all refer to this specific subset of NGOs, utilizing the term STMMs 

emphasizes the duration of such missions which is crucial to the study. 

To summarize and pull from my previous work, I have chosen to focus on “short-term (3-

14 day) medical missions (basic, non-surgical healthcare or surgical based healthcare) that could 

have a religious affiliation, but above all, primarily work in Central America” (Lightner, 2016) 

and are also registered 501(c)3 non-profits.  To focus on these organizations in particular, this 

also means that I have excluded organizations that solely, or primarily, work in times of ‘crisis’.  

My focus is on organizations that operate regardless of the situation; therefore, organizations 

such as Doctors without Borders (MSF) and the International Committee of the Red Cross 

(ICRC) are excluded since they primarily provide humanitarian aid in times of crisis or 

emergency.  Because of the differences in funding and partnerships, the term NGO alone cannot 

be used to differentiate between different types of STMMs.   

Within the specific subset of NGOs that I am focusing on, there is a gap in the existing 

literature.  Most literature focuses on disaster-relief NGOs which can include STMMs; however, 

I have purposely excluded these disaster-relief organizations from my study because of their 

prevalence in the literature and the fact that they draw upon a different set of social and cultural 

associations.  While I have not explicitly excluded religious-affiliated STMMs, they are not the 

focus of this study as they often have different operating models that allow them to incorporate 

religious practices into their medical missions.  Often times these religious-affiliated STMMs are 

the ones who, as Illich stated best in the epigraph above, feel it is their ‘vocation’ to seek out 

opportunities to ‘do good’ and ‘sacrifice’ something to ‘help’ the poor—usually in a 

linguistically deaf manner.  While Illich’s strong use of language is a bit outdated now, his 
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thoughts can still guide how scholars approach and study STMMs. This is why it is important to 

clearly define the differences between NGOs, STMMs, non-profits, and other organizations who 

may all carry out similar healthcare-related activities.    

To start breaking down some of these different terms for STMMs, it is commonly 

accepted that the term ‘NGO’ refers to organizations working outside of the U.S who also have a 

non-profit status.  As mentioned previously, Doctors without Borders focuses on disaster aid, or 

disaster relief, and while they are a 501(c)3 non-profit NGO, they have historically received 

much of their funding from governments and international agencies.  Compared this to the ICRC 

who states that “Governments are our main donors: on average during the past five years, they 

contributed about 82% of the budget.” (ICRC, n.d).  The funding that these organizations receive 

from government agencies really complicates the definition of NGOs, and requires more specific 

terminology to distinguish between organizations like these and organizations which are 

completely independent from government funding.  Other scholars have already begun 

addressing the need for standardizing terms to talk about STMMs, and their work has been 

instrumental to continuing this conversation.   

One such scholar, Patricia Malay (2017), utilizes the National Institute of Medicine’s 

definition of medical missions which is, “Travel by a group of physicians for the purpose of 

making a special study or undertaking a special project of short-term duration” (Malay, 2017, p. 

220).  This definition differs from a different study which utilizes the term ‘medical service trips’ 

(MST) and defines it as “trips in which volunteer medical providers from HICs travel to LMICs 

to provide health care over periods ranging from 1 day to 8 weeks” (Sykes, 2014, p.38).  Sykes 

(2014) goes on to find that there were over 45 different terms used to refer to MST.  These 
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definitions, which include volunteers’ purposes and a timespan further clarify ‘short term’, give 

us a more detailed picture of the differences between STMMs and disaster-relief organizations 

like MSF and ICRC.  This being said, the other key difference between these organizations and 

STMMs is their operating model.  While disaster-relief organizations have their own specific 

operating models, STMMs generally follow different operating models.  

 This conclusion was formed based on a previous literature review (Malay, P.: Mark 

Shrime, M., Sleemi, Ravilla) where I found three main operating models of STMMs including 

organizations that: 

1. Borrow clinical space from existing facilities  

2. Bring their own portable clinics (on ships or planes) 

3. Construct permanent spaces for later use 

 

All of the STMMs that I have chosen for this study operate under model one or three, which 

happened unintentionally since operating model was not a criterion for choosing STMMs for this 

study1.  This being said, I must briefly address how STMMs can operate under models two and 

three, yet still provide ‘short-term’ care.  One organization which operates under model three is 

One World Surgery (OWS), a STMM primarily working in Honduras.  OWS has a permanent 

clinic they have constructed on their campus and a full-time staff comprised of local physicians, 

yet still offer short-term volunteering experiences2.  These experiences allow for foreign 

volunteers to stay at OWS’s campus for roughly 1 week and provide both surgical and non-

surgical healthcare services.  Although there is a permanent clinic with full-time local staff, the 

                                                 
1 Although it has been stated that operating model was not a criterion for being included in this study, many STMMs 

operating under model 2 are considered disaster-relief organizations by my own definition.   
2 One World Surgery has recently started offering virtual volunteering experiences for experienced healthcare 

providers due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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services provided by the clinic are short-term in nature and so is the medical care provided by the 

rotating staff of foreign volunteers.  Although OWS would be classified as a STMM operating 

under model three, they could perhaps be better classified as a medical voluntourism 

organization.   

 For organizations who operate under model 2, Mercy Ships provides a good example of a 

religious, surgical-based STMM that operates out of a ship.  Mercy Ships also has a rotating, 

full-time staff of volunteers onboard their facility at all times, but their volunteers are required to 

make a commitment of 2 weeks to 2 years depending on their volunteer position.  So while some 

of the Mercy Ships volunteers wouldn’t be considered ‘short-term’ volunteers, they still provide 

short term treatment to people who seek care from Mercy Ships.  Although Mercy Ships dock in 

a specific port for approximately 10 months at a time, they still only provide short-term care on 

the ship before ‘discharging’ some patients to their HOPE Center where they can recover from 

particularly intense surgeries.     

Looking further into some organizations that provide care out of their permanent or semi-

permanent facilities, we can see that there is typically ‘local staff’ or ‘on-the-ground staff’ 

working at this location year-round.  Despite the facility being staffed year-round, there is often 

times a lack of follow-up care for patients whether they were seen on a surgical or non-surgical 

based medical mission.  Furthermore, a literature review conducted by Wagner et. all (2017) 

examined 35 research papers from surgical STMMs to find correlations between their safety 

standards and follow-up procedures.  Wagner et. all found that “over three-quarters (77%) 

arranged short-term follow up (1-12 weeks postoperatively), but less than half (48.6%) had long-

term follow up data (>3 months postoperatively) (2017, p.3).  Although their study did not take 

into account the operating model of the STMMs, their findings would suggest that an overall 
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lack of long-term follow-up care exists regardless of the type of facility i.e permanent vs. non-

permanent.  This assumption is backed by another study by Shrime et. all (2014) which found 

that, “The literature suggests that NGOs deliver surgery by either establishing permanent 

surgical hospitals or in more temporary platforms—which themselves can be self-contained or 

can rely on local infrastructure” (p.15).  According to Shrime’s examination of the literature, 

only STMMs operating out of ‘permanent’ facilities offer surgical services, which reinforces my 

overall argument that STMMs only provide short-term care regardless of their operating model.   

 

Organizations’ Financial Information and Charity Navigator Ratings  

Table 1: 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Governance of STMMs 

 Because the definition of STMMs changes according to each organization and the 

country they are operating in, it presents a challenge to study how STMMs are governed.  

Additionally, the host country of STMMs may have their own category under which STMMs 

would fall that is yet again different from the organization’s home country.  According to 

existing literature, STMMs seem to fall within one of two categories for a legal analysis: those 

operating in times of crisis (Mascarenhas, 2012; Redfield, 2005, 2012) and those operating 

regardless of the situation.  However, when these two categories are applied to laws in Central 

America which may govern STMMs, new categories emerge according to a legal analysis 

conducted by the International Center for Non-for-Profit Law (ICNL).   

 The ICNL states that they, “work with civil society organizations, governments, and the 

international community to strengthen the legal environment for civil society” by focusing on 

promoting and strengthening 5 core themes including the freedom of: association, assembly, 

expression, participation, and philanthropy (‘Our Work,’ ICNL).  I have used their legal analyses 

of Honduras, Nicaragua, Guatemala, El Salvador, and Panama, to build my foundational 

knowledge of non-profit law in Central America.  While it is important to realize that each 

country’s development and attention to civil society varies—primarily based on the extent of US 

involvement within the specific country—civil society has also developed differently depending 

on the country’s type of government and involvement in civil wars.   

 Most of the aforementioned countries saw some type of organized civil society in their 

country around the 1960s and 1970s.  Guatemalan civil society was on a slightly different 

development track, as their country was healing from a civil war lasting over 36 years.  In 2003, 
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Guatemala saw their first official CSO/NGO related law called the Law on Non-Governmental 

Organizations for Development).  Honduras was also ‘late’ to develop formal laws governing 

NGOs (likely due to the US’s involvement with their government) but passed the Special Law 

for Non-Governmental Development Organizations (NGO-D’s) in 2011.  Nicaragua’s history is 

more complicated in that they had established NGO law back in 19923, but it was incredibly 

vague and was recently updated by the Ministry of Interior in 2019.  Nicaragua also has a very 

complicated history with NGOs and CSOs because of its history with human rights violations.  

The state has taken action to restrict free speech and the right to gather, and this has garnered the 

attention of the US and the UN Human Rights Council.  Lastly, Panama’s history of CSO/NGO 

law is perhaps most unexpected.  Panama’s civil society has grown at an incredibly slow rate, 

even though there are some laws pertaining to CSOs, and this could be attributed to the 

enormous socio-economic gap between the ‘elite’ and everyone else.  This being said, Panama 

outranks many other Central American countries in terms of development and ‘freedoms’4.    

 Turning now to examine some common themes emerging between CSO/NGO law across 

Central America, commonalities exist between the categorization of CSOs.  CSOs are 

categorized in: El Salvador as associations or foundations; Guatemala as associations, 

foundations, and non-governmental organizations; Honduras5 as Private Development 

Organizations (OPDs), Non-Profit Organizations (OSFLs), Nongovernmental Organizations 

(ONGs and ONG-D), Civil Associations, and Civil Society Organizations; Nicaragua as 

associations, foundations, federations, and confederations; and Panama as religious associations, 

                                                 
3 Law No. 147: general Law of Non-profit Legal entities (1992) 
4 This claim comes from the UN Human Development Index (HDI) Ranking which places Panama at 57/182, and 

the Freedom House’s ‘Global Freedom Status’ which gives Panama an overall ranking of ‘Free’ with a score of 

84/100. 
5 When examining Central American law, the Spanish acronym will be used to refer to organizations i.e the term 

NGO in Enlish refers to the same thing as ONGs in Spanish.   
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public interest associations, non-for-profit private interest associations, and private interest 

foundations.  Each of these classifications for organizations vary slightly in their meaning and 

the meaning varies slightly from country to country.  For example, the STMMs that I am 

focusing on would likely be classified as foundations in El Salvador, non-profit entities in 

Guatemala, NGO-D’s in Honduras, and the list goes on.  

Volunteerism, Motivations, and Beliefs of Volunteers 

 An overwhelming amount of literature exists which studies the motivations, beliefs, and 

perceptions of volunteers from a psychological perspective, but much less research has been 

done which links these findings to volunteerism/voluntourism.  And even less literature 

addresses how these motivations might affect a volunteer’s work, guide their interactions, or 

affect the organization through which they are volunteering.  It is possible that the existing 

psychological-based literature is predominate because of its wide-spread applicability to fields 

outside of just the NGO sector which is small and incredibly diverse.   

A study by Shah et. all (2014) uses the Theory of Planned Behavior to guide their 

research on the underlying beliefs of Malaysian youth for volunteering.  Categorizing 

volunteering into four categories: mutual aid or self-help, philanthropy or service to others, civic 

participation, and advocacy or campaigning; Shah et. all aligned these categories with the 3 

guiding beliefs outlined by the Theory of Planned Behavior which include: behavioral beliefs, 

normative beliefs, and control beliefs.  An alternate approach to studying motivations and beliefs 

of volunteers is the cognitive motivational approach which was also considered by shah et. all.  

Law (2008) uses this model to study beliefs about volunteerism among youth in Hong 

Kong.  Through this study, Law classified 5 types of beliefs into one of two overarching 

categories: ‘other-serving beliefs’ or ‘self-serving beliefs’.  The self-serving beliefs included 
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understanding function, socializing function, future plan function, and well-being function; while 

the other-serving beliefs only included the prosocial value function (Law, 2008).   

Lastly, and perhaps most famously, the study by Clary et all (1998) uses the functional 

approach to study volunteerism.  This approach builds on previous, psychology studies utilizing 

functionalism to hone in on 6 functions that are served by volunteerism—values, understanding, 

social, career, protective, and enhancement.  Each of these functions describe specific 

motivations that are likely guiding and motivating people to volunteer.  Among their discoveries 

from this study is that “the functional approach suggests that underlying the decision to volunteer 

is a process by which individuals come to see volunteerism in terms of their personal 

motivations” (p.1528; i.e. career, social, protective, etcetra).  In other words, organizations need 

to market themselves to potential volunteers “in ways that speak to the abiding concerns of the 

volunteers that they seek to recruit” (Clary et. all, 1998, p. 1528).  For organizations that rely 

almost exclusively on volunteer support, they should consider the motivations of their volunteers 

and tailor their programs to the volunteer while staying consistent to their original 

vision/mission.  While the motivations guiding volunteers vary from person to person, it is 

undeniable that volunteers seek out organizations which align with their attitudes and beliefs, 

perceptions, and ideological positions.  Clary et. all (1998) would agree in that: 

…People come with needs and motives important to them and volunteer service tasks do 

or do not afford opportunities to fulfill those needs and motives. Together, these features 

of persons and of situations are integrated in the agendas that individuals construct and 

enact as they seek out, become involved in, and continue to be involved in the sustained 

helpfulness of volunteerism. (p. 1529) 
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Opponents of this view would perhaps make the argument that volunteering is an 

altruistic action because people are giving something of themselves and expecting nothing in 

return.  Attah and Anam (2017) align themselves with this stance by believing that 

“Volunteerism, an altruistic/unselfish activity, is defined as the practice of people working on 

behalf of others without being motivated by financial or material gain. It is an engagement based 

on free will, commitment and solidarity…” (p. 60).  While volunteers of STMMs in particular do 

not make financial of material gains, their actions are not necessarily altruistic and unselfish.  

Taking one of Clary et. all’s volunteer functions, we see that ‘career’ and ‘social’ aspects 

motivate volunteers to get involved.  If volunteers believe that they can make advances in their 

(future) career or social life by volunteering, then the motivations of volunteers are not solely 

altruistic in nature.   

History of CSOs and NGOs 

Although the concept of volunteering has been around in the United States for a long 

time, formal volunteering gained popularity after 1945.  During this post-WWII period starting 

in 1945, the creation of the United Nations (UN) in YEAR lead to the creation of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR.  While the UDHR essentially set a precedent for 

universally protected human rights, other documents followed suit including the Nuremberg code 

in 1947, the World Medical Association’s (WMAs) International Code of Medical Ethics in 

1949, and the Declaration of Helsinki in 1964.  The post-war era saw a multitude of non-legally 

binding documents that aimed to protect people and ensure a globally-accepted standard of ethics 

was being applied.  This ‘standard’ was, of course, being created and modeled off of Western 

ideals at the time.  Shifting slightly from the post-war era into the cold-war era, a shift in 
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priorities can be seen from emphasizing universal standards to emphasizing one’s own 

community. 

This change can also be seen in the creation and rising popularity of Civil Society 

Organizations (CSOs) in the United States.  While CSOs are tricky to define because of their 

differences in priorities, focuses, and ideologies, the UN has recognized civil society as the 

“third sector of society, along with government and business” (United Nations, n.d, ‘Civil 

Society’).  It is in the UNs best interest to keep their definition of CSOs vague because it gives 

them the freedom to continue forming multi-level partnerships to advance their work.  Turning to 

another globally-recognized powerhouse, the World Health Organization (WHO) has created 

their own definition for CSOs.  They state that “civil society refers to the space for collective 

action around shared interests, purposes and values, generally distinct from government and 

commercial for-profit actors” and go on to explain how CSOs can include “charities, 

development NGOs, community groups, women's organizations, faith-based organizations, 

professional associations, trade unions, social movements, coalitions and advocacy groups. 

(WHO, n.d, ‘Civil Society’).   

I would be amiss if I did not also mention the ‘sister organization’ to CSOs—non-

governmental Organizations (NGOs).  Similar to CSOs, NGOs have been in existence for a long 

time, but have slightly different origins—the main differences lie in regional differences in 

discourse and values.  For example, ‘non-profit’ is most commonly used for these organizations 

in the United States since the culture prioritizes capitalism and the tax benefits associated with 

‘non-profit status’ (Lewis, 2007).  In the UK we see terms such as ‘voluntary organization’ or 

‘charity’ commonly being used, but being a charity in the UK also implies a ‘non-political’ 

stance for these organizations (Lewis, 2007).  NGOs are hardly apolitical, and that term tends to 
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be used “in relation to international or ‘developing’ country work since its origin lies in the 

formation of the United Nations in 1945”.  (Lewis, 2007).     

Building upon this definition of NGOs, which requires them to be associated with 

international work and/or developing countries, the World Bank has further broken down NGOs 

into two categories—operational NGOs and advocacy NGOs.  According to the World Bank, 

operational NGOs primarily design and implement development-related projects while advocacy 

NGOs primarily defend or promote a specific cause (Operations Policy Department's Policy 

Group, 1995, p.14).  Still, other scholars may argue that there are actually 4 different 

classifications of NGOs which would include international government organizations (IGOs), 

international non-governmental organizations (INGOs), non-governmental organization (NGOs) 

and grassroots organizations (GROs) (Jordan, 1994).  While this classification is likely more 

impartial than the definitions leveraged by the UN or World Bank, it’s utility for this study is 

questionable.  While the term NGO implies that the organization works within one specific 

region or country, INGOs would work internationally—meaning in 2 or more countries.  

Additionally, this categorization of NGOs is not specific enough to include medical NGOs that 

work internationally.   

Monitoring and Evaluation Protocols Among STMMs 

 Short-term or long-term follow-up care is just one way that STMMs can monitor their 

impact in a community.  Most STMMs created their own version of monitoring and evaluation 

(M&E) protocols based on the needs of the communities they serve, the type of service they 

provide, and their operating model.  In order to better understand these terms, Mueller-Hirth 

(2012) defines monitoring as “the routine and continuous tracking of information about a project, 

often with a focus on outputs and collected for management and decision-making purposes” and 
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defines evaluation as “a periodic assessment of the outcomes, efficiency and impact of a project 

and is undertaken with a view to drawing a lesson that may be more widely applicable” (p.653).  

Mueller-Hirth’s study pulls on additional work from Jacobs et. all (2010) which identifies three 

approaches to M&E interventions: logical framework approach, participatory monitoring and 

evaluation (PM&E), and feedback systems.  Mueller-Hirth (2012) would agree that the most 

applicable M&E intervention from Jacobs et. all (2010) is participatory M&E methods which 

include: “participatory rural appraisal (including social mapping); audio-visual tools (such as 

individual story-telling, participatory video, etc.); quantitative tools (such as community 

surveys); and anthropological techniques, such as participant observation” (p.654).   

Even though STMMs are largely given the freedom to decide their own M&E protocols 

and strategies, since there is no overarching organization that mandates M&E protocols be 

standardized, those organizations that partner with their host country’s Ministry of Public Health 

may be subject to M&E protocols standardized through the Ministry.  This is an interesting 

dynamic when it happens because the very nature of NGOs is that they are not associated with 

the government; however, it is becoming a common occurrence for NGOs to partner or receive 

funding from a government entity/source.  For example, Doctors without Borders is a 501(c)3 

non-profit NGO that receives funding from governments. Their website states: 

To maintain its operational independence and flexibility, MSF relies on the general 

public for nearly 89 percent of its operating funds. The remaining 11 percent of funds 

come from international agencies and governments. MSF has not received or solicited US 

government funding since 2002. (‘The Importance of Your Contribution’) 

While a variety in funding will, undeniably, allow an organization some independence and 

flexibility in their operating models, it could also present tensions.  One of these tensions can 
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stem from a difference in priorities when creating M&E protocols.  Mueller-Hirth (2012) pulled 

from a 2007 study by Bryant which found that: 

NGOs with the least donor funding were the ones doing the most about evaluation — 

possibly because in the case of donor funding, the evaluation is treated as part of contract 

compliance and donor needs must be met, as opposed to fulfilling the learning needs of 

the organization. (p. 655) 

Accountability & Responsibility: To Whom 

 The very nature of INGOs make governing them through laws and policies tricky. The 

structural problem lies in being governed by two or more countries, each of which may or may 

not have contrasting laws regulating the activities, affiliations, and even formation of the 

organization.  Because of this intermediary position played by NGOs and INGOs, they regularly 

invoke universal values while operating across diverse cultural contexts, cross vast economic 

disparities in channeling donor money to the poor and marginalized, and often use 

“accountability politics” (Schmitz et al,, 2011, p.1176).  Schmitz (2011) goes on to explain how 

the rise in ‘self-appointed watchdogs’, such as Charity Navigator and Guidestar, “offer primarily 

efficiency-based information designed to address the accountability gap, and these ratings have 

been shown to affect contributions in a significant manner (Gordon, Knock, & Neely, 2009; 

Sloan, 2009).  While these ‘watchdog’ organizations can help donors make more informed 

decisions about where to donate and who to support, it raises the question of why some 

organizations are more deserving of financial support than others based on metrics generated by 

these third-party organizations.  For example, Charity Navigator generates an ‘Overall’ score 

based on two other categories: Financial Health, and Accountability & Transparency.  Charity 

Navigator states that they evaluate an organizations Accountability & Transparency based on an 

file:///C:/Users/lighth/Documents/RPI%2020-21/Masters%20Thesis/M%20and%20E/If_You_Dont_Count_You_Dont_Count_Monitor.pdf
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organizations Form 990 and “information collected from a review of the charity’s website” 

(‘Charity Navigator’s Methodology,’ n.d).  Based on this information collected, seventeen 

different metrics are used to “assess whether the charity follows best practices of governance and 

ethics, and whether the charity makes it easy for donors to find critical information about the 

organization” (‘Charity Navigator’s Methodology,’ n.d).  No other details are given as to what 

these seventeen different metrics are, so we are left to infer what they could be.   

Fox (2007) suggests this may be the case because “we have robust ideas for describing 

different genres of accountability, but they have not yet been sufficient to generate analytical 

frameworks that capture the dynamics that construct accountability—processes that are 

inherently uneven and often incomplete” (p. 27).  Fox goes on to suggest that ‘answerability’ is 

sometimes seen as a substitute for actual accountability in that ‘answerability’ constitutes 

“formal processes in which actions are held up to specific standards of behavior or performance” 

(2007, p. 28).  Such forms of ‘soft’ accountability are void of consequences and/or ‘remedies for 

transgressions’ which circles around to how organizations can often ‘answer’ for their actions 

but are not responsible for said actions.   

Another example of ‘answering’ for actions but not being fully responsible is seen 

through ‘codes of conduct’ or ‘volunteer code of ethics’ that many STMMs create for their 

volunteering experiences.  Different ‘codes’ exist for different professions and organizations—

AMA’s Code of Medical Ethics, WMA’s Medical Ethics Manual, AAMC’s Guidelines for 

Premedical and Medical Students Providing Patient Care During Clinical Experiences Abroad, 

and WHO’s Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct—yet these ‘codes’ simply outline best 

practices that an organization strives to achieve.  So if someone falls short of something outlined 
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in these ‘codes,’ an organization is somewhat absolved from possible repercussions of that 

individual’s action(s) since they were warned against doing action X from the start. 

Cavill and Sohail (2007) address the issue of accountability by showing the various areas 

where INGOs can lack accountability including: monitoring and evaluation, clients, INGO staff, 

partnerships, complaints and redress, clients, and advocacy.  Their review of existing literature 

found that different forms of accountability—upwards, downwards, horizontal, and internal—

could help re-conceptualize existing accountability frameworks.  Most notable from their 

interviews with INGOs was that “upward accountability to donors was said to pose threats to 

mission-based activities in terms of time and focus…” yet “horizontal, downward and internal 

accountability mechanisms were seen as directly related to mission-based activities…” (p. 246).  

Cavill and Sohail (2007) proposed that in order to INGOs to truly achieve their mission(s), they 

need to shift to more strategic forms of accountability instead of basing their inputs and outputs 

off of practical accountability.   

O’Leary (2016) had similar findings in that NGOs often leverage downward 

accountability to their beneficiaries as a form of practical accountability—not strategic 

accountability which would enact real change.  Strategic accountability can come in many forms 

and is sometimes seen as upwards accountability to donors and other sources of funding.  

O’Leary went on to explicate this point further by saying: 

Despite these proposed benefits, the implementation of downward accountability has 

been found to be fraught with complications. For example, several studies highlight how 

beneficiary input is often used to inform NGO activity, but not to influence its 

implementation (O’Dwyer & Unerman, 2008), or is merely used in narrative form in 

upward accountability reports to donors (p.3).   
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Furthermore, it is important to recognize that allowing beneficiaries to participate in the activities 

that benefit them is an important step in achieving true, strategic downward accountability.  This 

being said, downward (social) accountability is also fraught with problems of its own.  Circling 

back to Cavil and Sohail (2007) again, they explain in more detail how downward accountability 

can rather performative in nature: 

INGOs tend to confuse participation or communication with effective accountability. For 

example, seeking the views of clients to influence the design, development, 

implementation and evaluation of projects (although not in those aspects of the work 

where the key strategic decisions are made i.e. budgeting and finance), providing 

information to clients and creating an easy way for them to give feedback was often 

described by respondents as accountability. (p.12) 

 

Open lines of communication between the different stakeholders of STMMs is seen to some as 

accountability, yet it isn’t strategic downward accountability as Cavil and Sohail would suggest 

is necessary for actual change.  The ultimate goal for NGOs and STMMS should be to achieve 

strategic accountability, but are there any motivations for organizations to do so?  If achieving 

strategic accountability requires a different model of operation, it makes sense that organizations 

would be hesitant to implement something new—especially if traditional routes of funding don’t 

require strategic (downward) accountability measures. 

3. METHODS 

 This research project uses a mixed-methods approach to study the relationship between 

accountability, responsibility, and measurements of success within STMMs operating in Central 

America.  In order for an organization to be chosen for this study, they had to meet several 
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criteria.  First, they had to be a registered 501(c)3 organization.  This criterion was chosen 

because it is a commonly held believe that non-profit organizations are ‘charitable’ in nature, and 

their financials are often transparent.  A requirement of 501(c)3 status is that the organization’s 

Form 990 must be accessible to the public and released upon request.  Having access to an 

organization’s Form 990 was decidedly important because of the accountability politics 

mentioned in the earlier literature review and the US culture which emphasizes an ‘audit 

society’.   Another criterion was that these organizations primarily worked in Central America or 

had a history of working in Central America.  As with most organizations, ideal operating 

models change based on cultural norms and country-specific needs; thus, it was decided that the 

operating models used by STMMs across Central America would be similar enough to analyze.  

It is important to note here that many STMMs who operate in Central America operate in more 

than one country and use identical, if not nearly identical, operating models.  Religious affiliation 

of STMMs was not considered an excluding factor as long as the religious STMM primarily 

provided medical care and utilized volunteers from outside of the host country they were 

visiting.  Finally, surgical and non-surgical based STMMs were both considered for this study 

since the emphasis of this study is on operating models of short-term medical missions.  As long 

as the surgical-based STMM was still providing short-term care from volunteers, it was 

potentially added to my list of organizations.  See Table 2 below for a list of some organizations 

and their mission statements, vision statements, and goals.   
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Table 2 

Mission and Vision Statements of STMMs 

Organization 
Name 

Mission 
Statement 

Vision 
Statement/Goals 

Who we are/What we 
do 

Values 

One World 
Surgery 

One World 
Surgery ignites 
the spirit of 
service and 
transforms lives 
by providing 
access to high-
quality surgical 
care globally. 

Our vision is a world 
with safe, timely, 
and accessible 
surgical care 

 
 
  
-------------------------- 

Spirit of Service , 
Compassion, 
Excellence, 
Community, 
Education, 
Responsibility  
 

Foundation for 
International 
Medical Relief 
of Children 

To provide 
access to 
healthcare for 
low-resource 
and medically 
underserved 
families around 
the world. 

Access, Education, 
Participation 

a 501(c)(3), nonprofit 
organization 
dedicated to 
improving access to 
healthcare for 
families around the 
world through the 
implementation of 
innovative and self-
sustaining health 
programs. Through 
its network of 
outpatient clinics and 
partnerships, FIMRC 
asserts a 
multidimensional 
strategy that includes 
clinical services, 
extensive community 
outreach efforts, and 
health education 
programs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
------------------------ 

Global 
Brigades 

To empower 
volunteers and 
under-resourced 
communities to 
resolve global 
health and 
economic 
disparities and 
inspire all 

To improve equality 
of life by igniting 
the largest student-
led social 
responsibility 
movement on the 
planet. 

 
 
 
 
  
 -------------------------- 

Empowerment, 
holistic approach, 
scalability, 
sustainability, 
financial 
transparency, 
collaboration 
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involved to 
collaboratively 
work towards an 
equal world. 

Floating 
Doctors 

The Floating 
Doctors Mission 
is to reduce the 
present and 
future burden of 
disease in the 
developing 
world, and to 
promote 
improvements in 
health care 
delivery 
worldwide. 

Providing free acute 
and preventative 
health care services; 
Facilitating 
community 
development & 
capacity initiatives; 
Reducing child and 
maternal mortality; 
Gathering clinical 
data for program 
and health 
landscape 
surveillance; 
Improving access to 
specialist medical 
care in developing 
regions; Promoting 
improvements in 
health care practice 
worldwide 

Floating Doctor(n):  
1. A doctor providing 
temporary medical 
coverage when 
normal services are 
otherwise 
unavailable, such as 
when a physician is 
on sabbatical or 
medical leave.  
 
2. A clinician, 
student, or other 
volunteer who is 
more interested in 
being of service 
during their time off 
than merely focusing 
on their own 
pleasure. And who 
doesn’t mind getting 
wet. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ----------------------- 

Project HOPE 
 

Our mission is to 
place power in 
the hands of 
local health care 
workers to save 
lives across the 
globe. We are a 
global health 
and 
humanitarian 
relief 
organization, 
committed to 
transforming 
lives and 
uplifting 
communities by 
empowering 
healthcare 
workers to 
expertly 
implement and 

We envision a world 
where everyone has 
access to the health 
care they need to 
reach life’s full 
potential through a 
strong and resilient 
global community 
of health care 
workers. 

We’re dedicated to 
placing power in the 
hands of local health 
care workers to save 
lives across the globe 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
------------------------ 
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teach innovative 
lifesaving 
solutions, in 
times of need 
and into the 
future 

Health 
Volunteers 
Overseas 

Health 
Volunteers 
Overseas 
improves the 
availability and 
quality of health 
care through the 
education, 
training, and 
professional 
development of 
the health 
workforce in 
resource-scarce 
countries. 

HVO envisions a 
world where all 
people have access 
to high quality 
health care 
delivered by local 
health professionals 

   
 
  -------------------------- 

Innovation, 
Excellence, 
Partnership, 
Stewardship 

Projects 
Abroad 

We’re here to 
provide the gold 
standard of 
support and 
safety, so our 
participants can 
fulfil their 
potential, 
discover 
themselves and 
create positive 
change in the 
world. 

 
 
 
  ------------------------- 

 
 
 
  -------------------------- 

Realising 
potential, 
transforming 
through travel, 
building 
meaningful 
connections, 
changing 
individuals and 
communities. 

International 
Service 
Learning 

Our mission is to 
support cultural 
awareness, 
service-based 
learning, and 
sustainable 
development 
through 
experiential and 
responsible 
volunteer travel 
programs that 
inspire a lifestyle 
of service. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
-------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
---------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
------------------------ 
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Surveys 

Surveys were decidedly the best way to collect recent data on volunteers’ motivations for 

volunteering.  Although there is an astounding amount of research already done on volunteer 

motivations and perceptions of volunteering, the data has typically been used for a psychological 

or sociological analysis.  Additionally, many of these studies do not contain recent data in 

regards to the fast-pace changes that are experienced in the international development sector.  

What motivated a person to volunteer 5 years ago is likely different from their motivations 

today—even though their motivations may be influenced by the same event or phenomenon. 

 This survey for this research used non-probability snowball sampling in the hopes of 

quickly reaching people with volunteer experience.  The survey was modeled off of Clary et al.’s 

(1998) Volunteer Functions Inventory (VFI).  This instrument asks participants to answer 30 

questions using a 7-point scale which ranges from ‘not at all important/accurate’ to ‘extremely 

important/accurate’.  Data collected using the VFI is used to measure volunteers’ scores in 6 

different functional motives: protective motives, values, career, social, understanding, and 

enhancement.   

 Because of the global nature of volunteering and this study, the survey was designed and 

distributed through Google Forms so that it could reach a diverse audience.  Google Forms was 

decided upon because people were able to remain completely anonymous, yet were limited to 

completing the survey only once due to Google’s sign-in requirement.  Another benefit of using 

Google Forms is that it compiles data into pre-made charts and graphics which provide a way of 

analyzing the data which might not have been evident to the researcher.  Overall, 45 surveys 

were collected through Google Forms and then primarily analyzed once the data was 

downloaded to Microsoft Excel.  After downloading surveys to Microsoft Excel, correlations 
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between a volunteer’s age and education level, and a volunteer’s age and months volunteered 

were calculated to find the correlation coefficients.  It was decided that calculating the 

correlation coefficients between these two hypothesized correlations was necessary since it 

would allow for a more quantitative analysis of the surveys.  After these correlation coefficients 

were calculated, general trends from the surveys were examined by first utilizing the pre-made 

graphs that Google Forms offers, then using Excel to search for trends across questions.   

Discourse Analysis 

To round out this study, 23 volunteer-written blogs from 14 different organizations were 

thematically coded to cross-analyze with the results from the virtual survey.  While the survey 

intended to ask about the motivations of volunteers who have worked with any type of 

organization, the blogs were specifically chosen to gain the perspective of volunteers of STMMs.  

While I did not suspect that there would be much of a difference, if any at all, between the 

motivations of general volunteers versus the motivations of volunteers of STMMs in particular, I 

wanted to be sure.  Since there is still very little available research surrounding STMMs and their 

relationship with volunteers, this discourse analysis had the potential to unveil details about this 

relationship.    

23 Volunteer-written blogs were found and compiled by searching using the formula 

organization name + blog.  The intentional decision to search for blog posts in this manner was 

to find the most ‘visible’ blogs through the Google search engine.  While some of the top posts 

were popular, they weren’t always written within the past 5 or so years.  Additional criteria were 

then added when selecting both the independently written blog posts and the ‘sponsored’ blog 

posts.  The process for choosing blog posts consisted of the following criteria: must be written 

within the past 5-6 years, must talk about the individual’s experience while in-country, must not 
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be affiliated or promoted through the organization website (independent blog posts) or must be 

promoted through the organization website (sponsored blog posts).  It was not always possible to 

find recent blog posts, so the decision was made to not substitute older blog posts (well over 5 

years old) because of the rapidly changing environment, laws, experiences, and operation models 

of STMMs.   

To begin analyzing the discourse found in these blog posts, free online software was used 

to find overarching themes for further analysis.  Databasic.io was used to find words, bigrams, 

and trigrams that were used the most—including the frequency at which they were found in the 

blog.  Next, Seoscout was used to determine the word count, lexical density, and lexical diversity 

of the blog posts.  The lexical density and lexical diversity were both important to calculate so 

that blog posts would be able to be comparatively analyzed better.   

Interviews 

12 organizations were emailed and asked to set up an hour-long interview.  Out of the 12 

organizations emailed, only 2 followed up and agreed to interviews with me6.  All interviews 

were conducted virtually because of concerns over the COVID-19 pandemic, and interviews 

were recorded with a handheld device.  The decision was made not to record the virtual meeting 

itself with a screen recording software because most virtual platforms tell you when a recording 

is in progress.  The subject matter discussed in these interviews can be sensitive, and having a 

constant reminder that your actions are being recorded could cause participants to feel the need 

                                                 
6 Although only 2 different organizations consented to interviews, one organization granted me interviews with staff 

members from their offices in Honduras and Panama.  The decision was made to go ahead with multiple interviews 

from the same organization because country-specific offices may implement and/or apply the same organization’s 

mission statement and visions differently so that it is most applicable to the specific groups they are serving.  
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to ‘perform’.  While performativity is always a possibility within formal interview spaces, it is 

even more of a concern since the only format for interviews is through virtual platforms.   

Interviews were planned to be semi-structured and guiding questions were organized by 

theme.  Immediately after the interviews, handwritten notes were to be transcribed onto my 

laptop and the interview recording was later spot transcribed so that a deeper analysis could be 

performed regarding important themes.  Emerging themes from interviews were then compared 

to themes from the blog analysis and survey responses.   

Participant Observation 

 Due to the COVID-19 pandemic drastically changing the world of STMMs, a last-minute 

change to my methods was required.  This change included shifting from the aforementioned 

interview structure to emphasizing participant observation.  Although 12 organizations were 

contacted multiple times for an interview, only 2 organizations were willing to collaborate on 

this research project.  One organization, a non-religious, non-surgical STMM allowed me to 

participate in approximately 7 days of their virtual medical mission.  Virtual sessions were 

mainly conducted through Zoom, and a staff member guided volunteers on the activities and 

presentations for that day.  Each virtual session lasted 2 hours on average, and participants were 

able to access a recording of nearly every session if they were unable to attend for any reason.  

This was done because some participants were not always able to attend the session 

synchronously—time zone differences and scheduling conflicts—and some volunteers likely 

lacked interest in some particular sessions and chose not to attend.  As for the sessions where 

volunteers virtually shadowed medical consults, Google Hangouts/Meets was used in lieu of 

Zoom.  During the Google Hangouts/Meets only, volunteers were instructed (and reminded) that 

recording the sessions was strictly prohibited.   
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4. RESULTS 

Survey Results 

 After analyzing the 45 surveys collected from Google Forms, some findings began to 

emerge that were largely consistent with the findings by Clary et. all (1998).  I found that on 

average, questions with an almost overwhelming agreement towards the sentiment were found to 

ask about values.  For example, when participants were asked to rank “I am concerned about 

those less fortunate than myself”, the average answer was 6.51 on a 7-point scale.  When looking 

at the responses for all 5 value-function related questions, the answers overwhelmingly were the 

highest and produced a mean score of 6.61 on a 7-point scale.  This indicates that out of the 

responses gathered from this survey, all respondents were highly motivated to volunteer based on 

their perceived values.  The second highest category was the understanding function which 

generally asked volunteers how they felt about learning about people, gaining hands on 

experience, finding opportunities to explore their strengths, and gaining a new perspective on 

something.  From my survey results, the mean score from the understanding function was 5.76 

on a 7-point scale.  Generally speaking, this is consistent with the broader findings by Clary et. 

all in that their study found that people volunteer with organizations that align with their own 

values.  This finding remains true for my small data sample, and I agree with Clary’s notion that 

volunteer organizations should pay special attention to volunteer satisfaction as it would increase 

their volunteer retention.   

 Where respondents generally disagreed with the statement or had mixed responses was 

towards the social function questions.  When asked to rank “Volunteering will help me to 

succeed in my chosen profession” on a 7- point scale, the average answer was 3.26.  Looking 

into this question further to see the range of responses, 22 respondents ranked this question a 1 or 

2, while only 8 respondents ranked this question as a 6 or 7.  Comparing this social-function 
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question to another low-scoring social function question, results were largely the same and 

produced a mean social score of 4.10.  This being said, the career function questions consistently 

scored the lowest and produced a mean score of 3.65 on a 7-point scale.  Respondents were split 

fairly evenly on how they felt towards these two categories and it is likely that age and possibly 

education level played into how people interpreted the social and career related benefits of 

volunteering.  

Turning now to a brief analysis of the survey respondents, approximately 22% had a 

High School Diploma or GED, 22% had a post graduate degree, 11% had a 2-year degree, and 

42% had a 4-year degree.  As for the age distribution, the age categories with the most 

respondents were 18-24 year olds who comprised almost 36% of responses, and 45-54 year olds 

who comprised roughly 29%.  All respondents indicated that they had volunteered before in 

some capacity.  To analyze this data further and see if there was any correlation between age and 

volunteer experience, or education and volunteer experience, I performed an R2 analysis.  The 

first R2 analysis conducted was to determine the correlation, if any, between someone’s 

education level and the amount of experience in months they reported volunteering.  The 

correlation percent was .005% and statistically represented no correlation between these two 

factors7.  Other outside factors, such as generational differences could account for these 

indicators having no correlation because when age was compared to a volunteer’s time spent 

volunteering, there was a weak, but positive correlation.  This R2 analysis of age to months 

volunteered resulted in a correlation percent of 47.9% and indicates a week correlation.  Another 

R2 analysis was performed on these same factors, but with data outliers thrown out.  This second 

analysis resulted in a correlation percent of 47.1% which could indicate one of two things.  The 

                                                 
7 The R2 value of a person’s education level to the months spent volunteering was .00005. 
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first being that the outliers I chose simply were not outliers, after all, or that they were indeed 

outliers but did not hold enough weight to affect my small sample size.   

Interviews & Participant Observation 

 Participant observation of STMMs helped to serve two functions: to see how 

accountability and responsibility played out in practice, and to also understand the extent to 

which COVID has been affecting these organizations.  Although studying how the COVID 

pandemic affected STMMs was not a central goal in my research, it was hard to ignore.  So hard 

to ignore, in fact, that it needs to be acknowledged.  Interviews and participant observation all 

took place over virtual platforms such as Zoom and Google Hangouts.  While conducting virtual 

interviews isn’t always ideal, conducting and organizing virtual ‘field work’ within the 

international development sector is virtually unheard of.  International development projects are 

impossible to carry out in an entirely virtual format, yet the COVID pandemic has forced 

STMMs to try and do just that. 

The hybrid field site(s) that I was observing were broadcast through Zoom and Google 

Hangouts/Meets, while the participants were a mix of college students from two different 

colleges—Vanderbilt and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI).  While myself and the other 

participants joined in on these meetings from the comfort of our homes and dorms, the STMM 

staff, doctors, and patients all virtually joined from different cities in Honduras.  One staff 

member was joining from somewhere just outside of the city, while another staff member was 

joining from Panama, while the Honduran physicians were jointly joining the meeting from an 

urban clinic somewhere in Tegucigalpa.  During each of these sessions, Vanderbilt and RPI 

students were allowed to choose if they wanted to turn their video cameras on or keep them off.  
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This being said, students were encouraged to keep their cameras on for the duration of the 

synchronous urban clinics because it allowed for patients to ‘connect’ with the students better.  

For all other sessions besides the live urban clinic days, the environment was much more 

relaxed and there was no need for additional session briefings or recaps.  During these same 

sessions, almost all students kept their videos off for the duration of the meeting.  When students 

wanted to participate, some used the Zoom chat while only a few turned their microphones on to 

speak.  For the students who chose to participate and answer questions, it was generally the same 

3 students speaking up—two females and one male.  The two female students who consistently 

participated had both attended brigades before, yet the male student had never attended a brigade 

before.  Out of approximately 20 students who attended this brigade, only about 3 of them were 

males.  This female-heavy group of volunteers mimicked nearly the same gender breakdown 

seen on in-person brigades through Global Brigades.  This was not a surprising finding 

considering that many healthcare fields and volunteering organizations are female dominated. 

During the live rural clinic days which I observed during my participant observation, an 

interesting dynamic became obvious between the patients, Honduran physicians, and the 

brigaders.  When patients entered the triage room, they were immediately greeted by the 

physician and told to have a seat.  After patients sat down and noticed ‘us,’ the brigaders and I 

cast on a virtual device to make it appear as if we were standing off to the side observing, the 

physician explained our presence by describing us as ‘volunteers’ or ‘brigaders’ who wanted to 

‘observe’ and/or ‘help’ in person but couldn’t due to the ‘situation’ or ‘pandemic’.  The 

physician then asked for the patient’s verbal consent before proceeding to the examination.  The 

primary examination was conducted by the Honduran physician before patients were told that the 

brigaders were going to ask questions to ‘practice their Spanish’.   
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At this point in the examination, patients usually turned their chairs in order to face the 

virtual screen onto which we were projected, and then waited patiently while a brief conversation 

was held in English where the physician coordinated which brigader would ask questions this 

time.  The physician would then record more information on the patient’s intake form while 

brigaders clumsily asked the remaining triage questions.  Because no brigaders were fluent in 

Spanish, the questioning often took more time than expected as the physician would sometimes 

have to repeat questions in Spanish to be understood.  When a patient didn’t understand the 

question, they never asked the brigaders to repeat the question or rephrase it, but instead looked 

at the physician in the room with a confused look.  After all triage questions were asked, patients 

were escorted out of the room as the new patient entered directly after.  Each patient interaction 

during triage lasted approximately 7 minutes. 

Discourse Analysis of Blog Posts 

 Out of the 23 blog posts analyzed from 14 different organizations, 18 of the blog posts 

were classified as ‘sponsored’ while only 5 were considered ‘independent’ blogs.  For purposes 

of this study, ‘sponsored’ blogs were classified as blog posts that appear somewhere on an 

organizations website, or were ‘promoted’ or linked to by the organization.  This classification of 

independent vs. promoted blogs is important for analyzing the possible motives behind STMMs 

choosing particular blogs.  When combining all of the blog posts for analysis, it produced 23,595 

words to code and analyze for recurring themes.  The average lexical density across all blog 

posts was 43.9% and the overall lexical diversity across all blog posts was 44.4%, while the 

average word count was 1072 words.  When analyzing just the promoted blog posts, the lexical 

density, lexical diversity, and average word count was not statistically different from the average 

of both independent and promoted blogs.  When analyzing just the independent blog posts, the 
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lexical density and lexical diversity were both lower than the average at 41.4% and 40.6% 

respectively.  Additionally, the average word could of independent blog posts was approximately 

1,285 words which was higher than the average word count of both the promoted blogs and the 

promoted plus independent blogs combined.   

 Blog posts were initially put into Databasic.io to identify the most common words, 

bigrams, and trigrams throughout the discourse.  Relevant words, bigrams, and trigrams were 

recorded into a spreadsheet along with the frequency they were found throughout the blog post.  

The most frequently found terms were then compared across all blog posts to identify common 

themes in the discourse.  I initially began coding for terms used to describe the place(s) travelled, 

the name used for the STMM, how the ‘target group’ was referred to, and a few other relevant 

categories—with special attention being paid to words which would indicate a quantitative or 

evaluative metric i.e cost, resources, time, etc.  After coding for words under these categories, 

there were obvious overlaps between my coding and the 6 functions laid out by the Clary et al. 

(1998) study.  Clary’s Values function and Understanding Function had the most obvious 

overlap within the blog posts, and a second thematic coding was performed using these two 

additional categories.   

The ‘values function’ category included words, bigrams, and trigrams with the following: 

patient, volunteer, care, people, help, and feeling; and the ‘understanding function’ category 

included words, bigrams, and trigrams with the following: learn, opportunity, able/able to, 

allowed, skills, understanding. See Table 3 below for a more complete list of words coded under 

the ‘values function’ and the ‘understanding function,’ and their corresponding frequencies.  

When accounting for frequency of these categories, the ‘values function’ words and phrases 

appeared approximately 167 times across all blog posts while the ‘understanding function’ words 
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and phrases appeared approximately 87 times.  To find the average mentions that bloggers spoke 

about the values-function category or the understanding-values category, the frequency of these 

categories was averaged across all blog posts8.  On average, bloggers mentioned words and 

phrases that corresponded to the values function or understanding function 10.36 times per blog 

post. 

Table 3 

 

Discourse Analysis of Values and Understanding Function(s) 

  

                                                 
8 Finding the frequency of which each category was talked about was somewhat difficult because of the way in 

which some bi/trigrams accounting for the same word.  For example, in one blog post the word ‘opportunity’ was 

found at a frequency of 4, but ‘the opportunity’ was found 3 times and ‘the opportunity to’ was also found 3 times.  

Because of this, only unique words, bigrams, and trigrams were accounted for when calculating the frequency of 

times that these categories were mentioned per blog post.   
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5. DISCUSSION 

 

 As mentioned towards the beginning of this research, the plan was not to focus on the 

COVID-19 pandemic; however, this grew increasingly more difficult as COVID has 

significantly shaped the world of (international) volunteering.  The healthcare industry, an 

integral part to many NGOs working in the field of international development, was also hit 

particularly hard at the onset of the pandemic.  As U.S hospitals and clinics began cancelling 

nearly all their ‘elective surgeries’ and imposing strict visitor guidelines and restrictions, 

hospitals worldwide began doing the same—albeit with generally stricter guidelines.   

Apart from these never-before-seen restrictions in the U.S, several compliances were 

temporarily, and indefinitely, loosened.  For example, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) through 

the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) decided to suspend penalties for 

healthcare providers who were not utilizing HIPAA compliant telehealth platforms.  The notice 

was first released on March 17, 20209, and several updates or clarifications have been posted 

including the following excerpt: 

OCR will exercise its enforcement discretion and will not impose penalties for 

noncompliance with the regulatory requirements under the HIPAA Rules against covered 

health care providers in connection with the good faith provision of telehealth during the 

COVID-19 nationwide public health emergency. (Enforcement Discretion, n.d) 

                                                 
9 The original memo refers to the March 17th media release titled “OCR Announces Notification of Enforcement Discretion for 

Telehealth Remote Communications During the COVID-19 Nationwide Public Health Emergency” and can be found here: 

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/03/17/ocr-announces-notification-of-enforcement-discretion-for-telehealth-remote-

communications-during-the-covid-19.html 
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This notification, which is housed on the HHS website, can be found under HIPAA for 

Professionals > Special Topics > Emergency Preparedness > Notification of Enforcement 

Discretion for Telehealth.  Where this notice is housed is important to highlight because this 

information is not found anywhere under the ‘HIPAA for Individuals’ tab.  Individuals seeking 

to protect themselves will likely have trouble finding this notice—especially because it is almost 

impossible to find something that you do not know exists.  Besides the obvious privacy and data 

concerns, why is it important that individuals are aware of this?  The notice goes on to state the 

following:  

Under this Notice, covered health care providers may use popular applications that allow 

for video chats, including Apple FaceTime, Facebook Messenger video chat, Google 

Hangouts video, Zoom, or Skype, to provide telehealth without risk that OCR might seek 

to impose a penalty for noncompliance with the HIPAA Rules related to the good faith 

provision of telehealth during the COVID-19 nationwide public health 

emergency.  Providers are encouraged to notify patients that these third-party applications 

potentially introduce privacy risks, and providers should enable all available encryption 

and privacy modes when using such applications. (Enforcement Discretion, n.d) 

 

Providers are encouraged to notify patients of potential privacy risks, but not mandated.  

Healthcare providers are not mandated to use HIPAA compliant telehealth platforms, and the 

HIPAA business associate agreements (BAAs) that are provided by some common video 

communication services—Skype for Business, Zoom for Healthcare, Google G Suite Hangouts 

Meet, Cisco Webex Meetings/Webex Teams, GoToMeetings—have not been reviewed by the 

OCR.  Additionally, BAAs are not standardized from company to company due to a variety of 
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business arrangements; thus, the language in the contract can vary as long as it contains the 10 

stipulations outlined by the HHS which are in accordance to HIPAA law (‘Business Associate 

Contracts,’ 2013).  Although the applicability and enforceability of these compliance notices is 

murky for STMMs operating internationally, they have still set a possibly dangerous precedent 

for relaxing standards of care during hardships.   

 One organization that allowed me the chance to observe a short-term medical brigade to 

Honduras was Global Brigades.  Global Brigades prides themselves as “an international non-

profit that uniquely implements a holistic model to meet a community’s health and economic 

goals” (Global Brigades, n.d,).  Although Global Brigades has been in operation since about 

2003, they have drastically changed the way they operate since then and have expanded their 

focus from only offering healthcare services, to now offering healthcare services, business & 

microfinance consultations, public health infrastructure, water systems, etc.   

As a response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Global Brigades suspended in-person 

volunteering and changed their operating model to include virtual volunteering experiences 

called telebrigades.  Telebrigades through Global Brigades are typically about 1 weeks’ worth of 

learning about the organization and the host country, and shadowing local physicians in urban 

clinics.  While the financial cost of ‘telebrigading’ with Global Brigades is significantly lower 

than in-person brigades, $250 compared to approximately $1800 respectively, the full range of 

pros/cons should be examined to discover the true impact of telebrigades.   

 Beginning with the way Global Brigades handled patient consent for virtual shadowing, 

we can see that at least some precautions were taken.  Global Brigades requires volunteers to 

sign forms which state they have learned appropriate behaviors and etiquette for virtually 
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shadowing participants10.  In addition to these forms, Global Brigades staff members would 

periodically remind volunteers of the content of these forms by mentioning ‘Zoom etiquette11’ 

during the live patient consults.  During the patient consults, Global Brigades seemed to take 

patient consent even more seriously.  The male physician in Triage Room #1 took special care to 

explain the volunteers’ virtual presence to each new consult and ask for their verbal consent.  

This physician would commonly explain our presence as ‘volunteers from the U.S’ or 

‘volunteers who want to help but can’t come [to the country] due to the pandemic’.  In each case 

I observed, this physician received verbal consent from all patients with the exception of one 

patient who provided written consent.  It was not appropriate at that particular moment to ask 

why this particular patient was signing a consent form, but it likely had to do with one of the 

patients being a minor and their guardian was signing for them12.   

 The last, and perhaps most striking, discovery of Global Brigades’ operations during the 

pandemic is their stance on vaccinations.  Under the ‘Responding to COVID-19’ tab on their 

website, Global Brigades states the following13:  

After careful deliberation with our in-country partners, we have decided that only fully 

vaccinated volunteers are able to brigade in-person this summer. Vaccine roll out in 

our Program Countries is slow and variable, and we have made this decision for the 

health and safety of our local staff and vulnerable community partners… 

                                                 
10 After I was granted permission by the organization to shadow a telebrigade, I was not given any forms, 

permissions, or release statements to sign; therefore, the distribution and collection of these forms at this point is 

hearsay 
11 It’s important to note that Global Brigades primarily used Zoom for their informational sessions, but only used 

Google Meet for the live urban clinic sessions.  Any further references to ‘Zoom etiquette’ simply refers to the 

acceptable and appropriate behaviors of virtual meetings through any platform.   
12 This was the only time I observed patients consenting in writing, and this is also the only intake I observed where 

one patient was clearly a minor.   
13 Original emphasis kept 
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Global Brigades released a ‘Phase 1’ reopening plan with dates and was last updated on March 

26th of this year.  This plan gives definitive opening dates for in-person medical brigades in all of 

their program countries14 and proposed opening dates for most of the other brigades.  What’s 

striking about their opening plan is the mandatory requirement of being fully vaccinated.  Further 

down in the statement, Global Brigades clarifies that participants for summer brigades can only 

travel once they are two peeks post their second injection.   

 Global Brigades’ reopening plan allows for the organization to be accountable not just to 

themselves, but also to the governments of their host countries and their volunteers.  The 

reopening plan offers clear guidance, dates, and a Q&A portion which further explains the 

rationale for Global Brigades’ decisions around reopening.  By proving clear guidance and 

thought process behind the decisions, Global Brigades seems like they are trying to remain 

transparent while also staying accountable to the mission and vision of the organization.  Global 

Brigades’ mission, “to empower volunteers and under-resourced communities to resolve global 

health and economic disparities and inspire all involved to collaboratively work towards an equal 

world” is only accomplishable if the organization is still in operation with in-person brigades.  

 This being said, Global Brigades has successfully implemented virtual brigades, called 

telebrigades, in the meantime.  Juan Carlos Romero was the Honduran staff member who was 

facilitating the telebrigade that I participated in.  Juan Carlos’ job was to make students feel 

welcomed, teach them about the inner workings of Global Brigades, introduce other staff 

members who would speak about the duties of their position, and ensure that the telebrigade ran 

smoothly.  One way he did this was through session briefings and session recaps for the live 

                                                 
14 The term ‘program countries’ is interchangeable with the term ‘host country’ and how it was used prior; however, 

when speaking about this particular organization, their organization-specific jargon was kept.  
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urban clinic which had the potential to be high-stress environments for brigaders.  During the 

live urban clinics, students were pushed to speak to patients in Spanish and ask questions to 

Honduran physicians who they had never seen before.  Throughout the duration of the entire 

telebrigade, students opened up with Juan Carlos and participants at the other college as they 

became more comfortable with each other.  But in the clinic setting where everyone is new and 

all interactions are taking place in Spanish, it is understandable that students may have felt out of 

their comfort zones.   

It is an expected behavior during Zoom meetings to find students who are uncomfortable 

with their videos off; however, this was not an option for brigaders during the live urban clinics.  

During one of the session briefings, Juan Carlos said this in reference to students keeping their 

cameras on and mics off: 

After I recall [sic] you a little bit of the rules that we have, remember that we have to 

have all of your mics off. And you have to have cameras on.  If you are in a place that 

you can't [trails off] if by any chance, be seated, try and make it as possible, right? I know 

it's a little bit difficult, but it's the best wherever that we are going to be attentive patients 

[sic]. And that's the most ethical way that we can provide attention to these people, right?  

If you have any questions during the sessions, or during the event itself, you can go ahead 

and write it down in the chat box and the doctors will answer them. And as well, I will try 

to answer it the best I can.  

Although no one can mandate that students keep their video ‘on’ for the duration of the live 

urban clinics, it is evident that the organization is trying to persuade participants to keep their 

videos on.  When Juan Carlos stated that keeping videos on is the ‘ethical way’ to be attentive to 

the patients, it brings up an interesting parallel with patient care and the way that his organization 
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is defining accountability and responsibility.  During the briefing when this quote was said, other 

‘rules’ were also reviewed with the participants such as another reminder that recording or taking 

screenshots is prohibited.  This particular organization asked participants to attend both session 

briefings and session recaps for each of the ‘clinic’ days.   

 Back to the mention of ‘ethics’ and accountability, it seems likely that Global Brigades is 

asking for participant video cameras to stay on as a way to maintain their status within Honduras 

as a ‘legitimate’ organization.  There have been instances in the past where non-legitimate 

organizations travelled to rural parts of the country and didn’t provide the help that they 

promised those communities.  Global Brigades is aware of the presence of non-legitimate 

organizations and has worked very hard to develop a good-standing relationships with all of the 

communities they have partnered with.  In addition to these existing partnerships within rural 

communities, Global Brigades has a strong engagement with other stakeholders— diversifying 

their forms of accountability.   

Ben Erker, Director of Monitoring and Evaluation through GB, mentioned that their 

largest stakeholder group is obviously their volunteer base, but also includes family foundations, 

partner organizations such as: World Vision, Eli Lilly, PATH, UNDP, the Rotary Club, and most 

recently they have started working with impact investors. One particularly interesting partnership 

involved a $1 million grant from the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and a joint 

project with PATH.  PATH is an organization based in Seattle who describes themselves as, “a 

global team of innovators working to accelerate health equity so all people and communities can 

thrive. We advise and partner with public institutions, businesses, grassroots groups, and 

investors to solve the world’s most pressing health challenges” (‘about us’, n.d, PATH).  While 

GB’s partnership with PATH wasn’t out of the ordinary for them, the funding from the IDB was.  
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IDB typically loans money to the governments of its member countries, but GB and PATH are 

both NGOs operating internationally.  This partnership further blurs the line between NGOs and 

government organizations, and reinforces the notion that NGOs are often operating as quasi-

NGOs and quasi-government organizations.   

As Ben explained more about this partnership, it was clear that PATH and GB aligned 

very well as organizations, but working with the IDB representatives caused some obvious 

conflicts.  According to Ben,  

Okay, so institutionally, IDB is a billion dollar probably organization with an enormous 

structure and hierarchy. And they are funding multimillion-- like million dollar projects 

are as small as it gets, you know-- they're loaning hundreds of millions of dollars. So 

governments are developing projects. And so our little pilot program was like small beans 

for them. But it was enormous for us.  We've never done a million-dollar project before, 

right… So getting responses from them, attention from them, training from them to 

comply with all of their requisites when it comes to execution, reporting operations, 

things as simple as accounting and acquisitions. And hiring.  We had to hire a whole team 

to run the project… we just we got behind right off the bat, because our operational 

capacity just wasn't there.  

Ben was trying to illustrate how big this grant was to his organization, yet how little it was in 

comparison to the IDB.  Additionally, Ben was beginning to explain how beneficial the attention 

and training was that they received from the IDB before trailing off to talk about the struggles of 

this partnership: 
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We were a small organization. We did our thing. We had never— this may be one of the 

most interesting things and lessons learned out of it—  we had so much autonomy over 

the 10 or 12 years that we have been operating so far because the student volunteer base 

was our donor base. And we were able to make decisions about the programming that we 

ran in the way that we wanted to, and fund ourselves, our own operations, and projects 

through the student model. Working with somebody else's money, which had a lot of, 

again, sort of strings/not strings, but for lack of a better term strings attached into the way 

where we can't just spend this $3,000, on this project, because we think it's the best thing 

to do. Even if we’ve talked to the community and we've made a decision internally, 

there's a whole extra 10-step process to go through. And I'm not saying any of these are 

bad things, right. It's just a totally different scale and model of operations: we just hadn't 

worked with a billion-dollar grant. like that before.  And so a lot of our tension came 

from that. 

As Ben was mentioning, one of the biggest forms of tension came from the fact that GB has been 

almost completely autonomous for the past 10-12 years.  This autonomy partially comes from 

the fact that their organization has partnered with different forms of government within 

Honduras, and other countries they operate in, which allows them to operate without much 

oversight.  Some of these partnerships allow GB personnel to pick-up volunteers in a different 

part of the airport, operate despite strict quarantine curfews, and even write GB volunteers a 

letter which allow them to carry certain medicines through Honduran customs.  Understandably, 

these partnerships are vital for GB to continue operating at the scale they are; however, they also 

further blur the line between NGOs and governmental organizations.   
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Moving onto the second organization which granted me an interview, I can disclose that 

they are an international 501(c)3 non-profit who was founded in the early 2000’s and primarily 

focuses on healthcare for children.  Samantha15, who has been working at this NGO for 

approximately 5 years, stated their mission is to “provide access to medically underserved 

families around the world and low-resource communities around the world”.  Samantha’s 

organization seeks to accomplish their mission through three organizational ‘pillars’ including 

‘access to clinical care’, ‘health education’, and ‘outreach initiatives and participation’.  These 

three identified pillars help shape the organization’s quantitative and qualitative measurables in 

order to measure and track both community progress and the organization’s progress towards 

helping that particular community.  And depending on the needs of the community at the project 

sites16, different pillars may be prioritized based on community input.  For example, when 

looking at the second pillar of ‘health education’, Samantha mentioned several guiding questions 

that her organization considers when thinking through this pillar.  This includes asking questions 

such as: What does access to different health education look like? What does knowledge base 

look like for the community in their health? And what are the populations that we're looking to 

work with? 

After contemplating these guiding questions for each pillar, Samantha’s organization 

needed to find a way to track their progress made towards each pillar.  Their organization has 

dedicated monitoring and evaluation (M&E) staff at each project site, and also international staff 

who act as M&E consultants in some capacity.  On top of tracking general successes and 

                                                 
15 Name has been changed to protect the privacy of the individual and their organization 
16 The word ‘project sites’ refers to a particular community within a particular country that this organization is 

working with.   
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challenges at each field site, both numerical and qualitative data is recorded.  According to 

Samantha: 

Then also tracking you know, the successes of ‘we've had this many kids graduate from 

this health promoter program, and we're seeing the change happen in the community.’ So 

it's kind of a balance of both quantitative and qualitative data that we collect because 

behavior change is really one of the key pieces that we're trying to get changed. And 

that's much, much harder to get a quantitative amount to be able to identify successes. 

To ensure that this M&E data is actually used to implement change(s) on some level, the 

international staff reviews the M&E data from the project sites and schedules regular 

meetings/calls with the project-site staff to review their recommendations.  Samantha described 

these meetings/calls as a “discussion. It's not necessarily, you know, your traditional top down 

hierarchy. It's very much a collaborative environment.”  This ‘bottom-up’ approach that 

Samantha is talking about is also reflected in how her organization approaches funding 

opportunities and grants.  While approximately 90% of their funding comes from volunteer 

participation fees, only about 10% comes from outside funding sources such as grants.  This 

approach is different from many other non-profit organizations, and Samantha acknowledged 

this challenging dynamic by agreeing that:  

Historically, the nonprofit sector relies a lot on outside funding to be able to accomplish 

things. The challenge then becomes— because we have programs that last years and 

years and years—  the challenge becomes grants generally have a specific timeline, and 

specific goals that you have to accomplish within if you are awarded the grant and things 

like that.  
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Out of the grants that her organization does receive, Samantha mentioned they are mainly 

infrastructure grants since these grants provide finite resources for a finite project: such as a new 

clinic.  Choosing grants such as these would indicate that Organization X prefers being 

accountable to their project site staff, project sites, and even their volunteers.  It is evident that 

this organization holds downwards (social), horizontal, and internal accountability in high 

regards, while appearing to almost completely ignore upwards accountability.  While this is not 

inherently wrong or bad, it could present some problems as we know that, “Participation is often 

portrayed as the modus operandi of social (in particular, downward) accountability practices. Yet 

the participatory accountability mechanisms that aid these objectives have been found to be 

problematic, particularly in terms of the inability of beneficiaries to articulate their authentic and 

true interests within them in a meaningful and coherent manner” (O’leary, 2016, p. 2). 

Based on the above discussion, both Global Brigades and Organization X have some 

striking similarities between their operating models—both in-person and virtual.  Both 

organizations have emphasized preserving patient confidentiality through virtual consults by 

requiring volunteers to sign confidentiality forms and prohibiting patient consults from being 

recorded.  Both organizations also pride themselves on the additional knowledge that volunteers 

gain from participating in virtual formats since it allows for more staff members at different sites 

to speak upon their experience and knowledge.  Finally, the cost of virtually participating with 

either organization for one week is $250 USD.  The similarities, however, between these two 

organizations end with these surface-level comparisons.   

One of the glaring differences between these STMMs is how forthcoming Global 

Brigades appears to be about the metrics used to measure the progress made towards their goals.  

This could be a way for Global Brigades to measure how successful they are as an organization 
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both internally for their staff and externally to funders.  Global Brigades also frequently shares 

their M&E data to brigaders, scholars, and other researchers who are studying something related 

to what Global Brigades does!  Many of these research projects are highlighted on Global 

Brigades’ website and many of the projects highlight the numerous quantitative and qualitative 

methods that the organization uses to track progress.  Finally, the GB sponsored blog posts are 

quite diverse in that they talk about anything from their M&E methods to medical school 

applications to white saviourism and volunteering ethics. Their diverse set of blog posts appeal 

to their stakeholders as much as their volunteer base. 

Looking at some independent blog posts from other organizations, reoccurring themes 

began to emerge.  Many blog posts talked quite extensively about the benefits the volunteer 

received out of the trip—not the communities being served.  However, when the communities 

and patients were mentioned in these same independent blog posts, volunteers commonly talked 

about feeling guilty for their standard of living while in-country and/or talked about communities 

in a striking way.  Take the following excerpt from an independent blog post, written by Steve & 

Liana Onley, with the organization Floating Doctors: 

We stepped back in time to a place uncluttered by technology. It was unclean by 

American standards and many of the villages were quite oblivious to the rest of the world 

going on around them. I watched in shock as women openly breast-fed their children in 

ways that are only captured moments in National Geographic from my childhood. But by 

the time we left, it no longer brought shock but more of an acceptance of God’s 

wonderful creation and how life was meant to be lived.  

In this quote, Steve & Liana begin describing their experience as ‘unclean by American 

standards’ which sets the tone for the rest of the excerpt.  These volunteers, while likely having 
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no ill intent when writing this description of their experience, are probably being received by 

readers as being ‘tone deaf’.  It should be obvious to readers that that cultural differences can 

account for these different standards of living, expectations for children, and acceptance of 

openly breast feeding.  Steve & Liana then slightly shift their focus to talk about the children in 

the village:  

The children are beautiful, friendly, and loving all the attention they can get. They are 

like puppies with no understanding of personal space. They touched and leaned and 

climbed right in our laps as they looked up at us with soulful eyes. I will miss them the 

most because they made the biggest impact on me. So full of life, so friendly, they know 

few dangers in their world. Each village is one very large extended family. 

This patronizing language in the above quote is hard to ignore.  Describing the children as 

puppies and using the same descriptive language to describe pets—‘climbed right in our 

laps…with soulful eyes’—is unlike most other blog posts I’ve seen.  These children, and by 

extension their parents and/or neighbors, are being made to seem extremely naïve, uncultured, 

uneducated, etc.  Another section of their blog recounts a memorable interaction between Steve 

and Liana and some children in the community:  

I had just sat down on a bench and started eating my lunch when I noticed a couple of 

boys around 6-8 years old watching me eat. One of them stretched out his hand to ask for 

a little to eat. All of a sudden I wasn’t that hungry. I cut my other sandwich in half and 

gave it to the two boys. Next thing I know they had given little pieces of it out to about 

eight little boys and girls. I got a bit choked up by their generosity. So I cut my apple up 

into ten pieces and shared it with all of them. Their gift reminded me of the story in the 

Bible of the widows mite. She gave more than everyone because she gave all that she 
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had. These two boys shared all that they had. I wish someday we all could be a little more 

like them. 

An overwhelming majority of the blogs I analyzed contained stories of community 

members receiving some sort of handout from the volunteer after a situation pulled at their heart 

strings.  In this instance, the volunteer felt sorrow or pity for the children they were interacting 

with and even compared their actions with a biblical story.  By comparing their actions to those 

found in a Biblical story, we can infer that the volunteer felt they were doing the ‘righteous 

thing’ by Biblical standards.  This could be a form of self-validation or even a way for others to 

validate the actions of the volunteer by seeing them being guided by religious principles.  It is 

important to note here that Floating Doctors is not a religious-affiliated organization, yet that 

particular blog post made several references to religion without explicitly disclosing the religious 

affiliation of the volunteers.   

The story of the widow’s mite also needs to be explained a bit further as it gives more 

context to the thought process of these particular volunteers and their situation.  The widow’s 

mite is found in the Gospel of Mark and references a poor widow who gave only a few cents as 

an offering.  In this passage, Jesus then calls to his disciples and said “Truly I tell you, this poor 

widow has put more into the treasury than all the others. They all gave out of their wealth; but 

she, out of her poverty, put in everything—all she had to live on (Holy Bible, New International 

Version, 2011, Mark 12: 43-44).  The volunteer in this blog was comparing the children in this 

community to the widow who gave all that she had despite the fact that she was poor and was 

already giving an offering larger than that of the rich people.  The volunteer obviously 

recognized their privilege in this story, yet idolized the actions of these boys.  In fact, the entire 

blog post seems to idolize the fact that these children supposedly have no dangers in their world. 
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A different independent blog post from Trisha In, a volunteer with Floating Doctors, 

contained a different, yet equally striking story from the volunteer’s trip:   

Another thing that I noticed, particularly in the dental clinic, during the two days that I 

got to assist was how respectful all of the patients were to us. They were willing to hold 

the tray of materials if I needed to get up and reload a syringe and waited patiently for 

their turn… A young teenage girl presented with an abscess on top of a 

tooth, which made me realize just how different dental care is here versus a resource-rich 

area. Elsewhere, this would be an easy fix with a root canal, but here, we had no choice 

but to just extract her tooth. She was in pain. All of the anesthetic that we gave didn’t 

seem to work after a certain point. I saw tears in her eyes, but she still sat calmly and let 

us finish. 

This quote illustrates an incredibly important difference between standards of care in the U.S 

versus standards of care elsewhere.  Nowhere in the U.S would a patient be expected, let alone 

asked, to hold trays of materials and patiently wait to receive care.  There is a dehumanizing tone 

present throughout this quote and an underlying assumption that patients of STMMs perhaps 

don’t need the same level of care which is provided in ‘resource-rich areas’.  Even more than 

this, it illustrates previously-held notions that children don’t perceive pain the same as adults.  

Although this ideology might not be at play with this volunteer or with this situation, it’s 

important to realize it is a possibility.  The dental procedure continued and the volunteer never 

followed-up to say how the girl did after the procedure was done.  Finally, there seems to be a 

disconnect between these blog posts by volunteers with Floating Doctors and the organization’s 

mission statement which aims to “promote improvements in healthcare delivery worldwide”.  

The organization says they want to accomplish their mission through their goals which include: 
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promoting improvements in health care practice worldwide and gathering clinical data for 

program and health landscape surveillance (Floating Doctors, n.d, 2019 Annual Report).  While 

these goals are great in writing, it doesn’t seem as if Floating Doctors is actively trying to 

improve healthcare practices worldwide if their own healthcare practices appear to be sub-par.   

 To summarize, it is incredibly important to consider how organizations’ accountability 

politics and measures of responsibility are enacted in practice.  Just because an organization says 

they aim to accomplish X through X, Y, and Z measures doesn’t mean they are actually 

accomplishing X.  Volunteer-written blog posts are just one way to examine how an 

organization’s accountability strategies are playing out—or not.   
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6. CONCLUSION 

Overall, this thesis set out to explore how STMMs who operate in Central America are 

defining accountability and responsibility, then measuring ‘successes’ based on these self-

defined metrics.  Although the sample size of organizations who participated in this research was 

extremely limited, those who did participate provided responses that were consistent with the 

existing literature in that accountability politics is shaping the international development sector 

in incredibly influential and diverse ways.  Perhaps just as influential as accountability politics in 

shaping the international development sector is the sector’s response to the COVID-19 

pandemic.  Virtual volunteering opportunities may continue gaining popularity due to their 

reduced cost, flexible schedule, and ongoing health and safety concerns.  If this is the case, the 

implementation of virtual volunteering models through STMMs should be a new research focus.  

To clarify, this research focus is different from studying the implementation and effects of 

telehealth in that telehealth outsources patient consults, recruits from a different volunteer base, 

and it is regulated differently than NGOs and INGOs.  Scholars wanting to focus on the rise in 

virtual volunteering through STMMs should consider asking and addressing the following 

questions:  

 How does the effectiveness of a virtual volunteering model change based on the 

particular groups it serves? 

 How do communities being served perceive virtual volunteering vs. in-person 

volunteering? 

 What protections are in place for communities being served by virtual volunteering 

models? 

 How does an organization’s mission statement, vision, and goals translate to a virtual 

volunteering model? 

 

Above all, the way in which society emphasizes the need for stringent accountability politics and 

measures of success needs to be changed.  STMMs are working towards achieving their goals, 
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either with the help of foreign governments or completely alone, and they will continue 

operating as long as people feel a desire to ‘help’ and ‘do good’.  Although the effectiveness of 

organizations in enacting real change will change depending on the operating model and their 

existing forms of accountability, volunteers will largely ignore these factors as they have a hard 

time seeing past potential benefits for themselves.  This being said, I would also like to 

“challenge you to recognize your inability, your powerlessness and your incapacity to do the 

"good" which you intended to do” (Ivan Illich, 1968).   
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